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It delivers outstanding coil-on-plug performance for stock to moderately modified engines at an
affordable price because you do not need to add a capacitive discharge ignition module to make
this conversion. It is highly affordable as it does not require the integration of a CDI module. For
the weekend racer or performance enthusiast, it eliminates the dwell issues common to the
factory distributor as RPM increases by providing an individual coil for each cylinder. It is
commonly known that the factory igniter on the B-Series engine is prone to failure. Further, as
distributors age timing signal quality can decrease and lead to poor engine performance. It also
allows for individual ignition trim tuning via a programmable EMS. Performance , Motorsport ,
New Products. September 18, Delivers outstanding coil-on-plug performance without the added
cost of a CDI! Eliminates all known factory ignition system issues. A complete COP conversion
system with comprehensive instructions and design that eases installation. For use with most
programmable engine management systems. Motorsports-grade harness. Spread the love. It
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Series 5 features a smaller footprint than the Infinity Series 7 at 5. Infinity The Infinity is
designed for high performance V8 crate engines and race engines using high impedance
injectors with up to 8 cylinders. It is available for a wide variety of applications in two distinct
forms:. By comparison, common competitive systems typically use 20MHz to 50MHz
processors. This allows the Infinity to do more, faster, in a more stable programming
environment. You save. Rating Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4
stars 5 stars best. Email Required. Review Subject Required. Comments Required. Current
Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. However, certain ancillary vehicle
systems such as factory instrument clusters, automatic transmissions, and certain drive by wire
throttles , may not be supported. The setup Wizard included with the InfinityTuner user interface
software dramatically simplifies initial tuning configuration to help ensure successful initial
startup for Supported applications. Wiring is required for Supported applications. Quick view.
Quick view Add to Cart. Quick view Choose Options. Quick view Pre-Order Now. With the
all-new Honda Civic soon hitting showrooms and clean Civics available on the cheap, there'll be
plenty of cash left over to modify your car for proper Civic duty. AEM replaced its project Civic
Si's stock 2. The tuner then paired the RSX's six-speed manual transmission with an ACT
heavy-duty clutch and enhanced the RSX I-4 with much of its go-fast hardware, including
Cosworth cylinder sleeves and Wiseco forged pistons, to ensure strength. A Garrett GT28RS
turbocharger breathes through an intercooler before mixing with fuel injected by AEM's
high-volume fuel rails, adjustable regulator, and high-output fuel pump. A special exhaust
manifold, downpipe, and stainless-steel exhaust system from DC Sports--AEM's sister
company--combine to deliver horsepower and lots of tire smoke. Despite the Quaife limited-slip
front differential, achieving a proper launch during testing without spinning the front tires is
tricky. With a rpm launch, careful clutchwork, and copious tire squealing, the AEM powertrain
helped us push the Civic to The most impressive upgrade here is AEM's new
engine-management system the same EMS that's already set world records in everything from
Hondas to Dodge Vipers , which is programmable and incorporates traction control. We were
skeptical about its effectiveness, but were later impressed with how well the traction control
works. The grippy rubber works with DC Sports front and rear titanium strut bars, SPC front and
rear adjustable caster kits, Progress coil-overs and anti-roll bars, and SPC lower control arms to
deliver C6 Corvette-beating handling. On the skidpad, the AEM Civic delivers nearly 1
g--excellent for any car, especially a front-drive econocar that teeters on three wheels when
cornering. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. John Kiewicz writers The Author
photographers. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. A company who outlines as some its
goals customer satisfaction, honesty and integrity is a company worth considering if you are in
the market for an aftermarket performance part and AEM Performance Electronic maintains
these goals. And if you are a racer or performance driver then you should be more impressed
because they are determined to give you the most advanced technologies in this arena. Couple

all that with a vision of being the best worldwide and you should have a sure winner. AEM
began its journey in as a tuning and fabrication shop in Compton, CA, and went through a
myriad of changes through the years and finally entered the electronics arena in by developing
its programmable EMS. Never one to rest on their laurels and always facing the challenges of
the ever evolving electronic field AEM developed a digital display in with the advent of its CD
Carbon digital dashes, an impressive CAN receive device that allows the dashes to receive
channels from just about any CAN-based device, not only AEM products. The AEM Performance
Electronics repertoire is varied and includes products like dash displays, performance gauges,
high flow fuel delivery, wide band gauges and controllers, engine management systems, carbon
dash displays, wide band controllers and gauges and a multiplicity of others so we are sure you
will find something to meet your electronic needs. Wash hands after handling. For more
information, visit Buyer takes all responsibility to ensure that any modifications or upgrades
that have done conform to all applicable laws and regulations for road use, especially pertaining
to safety and emissions. This policy shall be in force for all past, current, and future purchases
from LMPerformance, Inc. All other locations extra. Examples would be SPEC stage 3 clutch kits
which all use the same photo. Sometimes we get mistakes in product information sent from
vendors such as typos. We can not be responsible for these typos, if you see something that
does not look right please let us know before ordering so we can double check for you first.
LMPerformance will not pay for typos in any way, monetarily or otherwise. Below are other
popular parts other customers have purchased for their Universal Universal. Originating in the
work force at Late Model Performance has maintained a noteworthy high level of customer
service and has made available a multifarious selection of new performance automotive parts
and appurtenances represented by some of the preeminent names in the automotive
performance parts industry. The vehicles represented range from to the present date and our
inventory is tremendous and is continually rejuvenated for the purpose of offering an
incomparable number and multiplicity of parts to meet the customer's every need. Our 5-star
service is an additional reason to shop at Late Model Performance. See what LM Performance
looked like in Other Popular Parts Below are other popular parts other customers have
purchased for their Universal Universal. Recently Viewed. Privacy Policy. Shop For Your
Vehicle. AEM Electronics. It provides precise engine position using dual zero-speed optical
sensors, which offers the advantage of immediate signal generation regardless of engine speed.
Acura Acura Acura CL 2. The company specializes in providing performance upgrade parts for
various automobiles. It initially catered to vintage vehicles and modified imports used for street
racing. By the early s, it has already established itself as a top modifier and has been chosen by
racers day in and day out. Today, AEM has remained at the forefront in the industry and has
since provided the best air intake products in the market. The company rose to success
because the cars fitted with their products won actual races. AEM has always been a pioneer in
setting trends when it comes to aftermarket performance parts. They were the first to offer a
packaged air induction system. This paved the way for the 'do-it-yourself' upgrade for most
import vehicles. They also pioneered the design of intake tubes with specific tube lengths and
diameter, and coined the phrase Cold Air Intake when they saw the advantage of having cooler
air for the engine. Some other innovations they did were the conical air filters with built-in air
horns, dual-chambered intake kits, a unique bypass valve that prevents hydro locking, hybrid
induction systems, and electronically tuned air intakes. This shows how AEM has always
pushed the boundaries of air intake design in search of more horsepower. All of AEM's
products are tested by various independent and 3rd party companies and prove that their
products produce the power they claimed, which helps them cement their status as industry
leaders. If you are in search of a quality aftermarket intake system for your vehicle, AEM has got
you covered. With a track record of providing only the best, they are a company you can surely
trust. Visit Vivid Racing and check out the list of products that would fit your specific need. One
of our experts would be happy to help you navigate these options and get the exact part you
need. We can contact you via phone or email. Show All Show Less. See more parts for your
Honda Prelude Help me decide. Add to Cart. Proposition Who is AEM? Racers Choice The
company rose to success because the cars fitted with their products won actual races. The
Tradition of Continuous Innovation AEM has always been a pioneer in setting trends when it
comes to aftermarket performance parts. Tried and Tested All of AEM's products are tested by
various independent and 3rd party companies and prove that their products produce the power
they claimed, which helps them cement their status as industry leaders. AEM Performance
Electronics warrants to the consumer that all AEM Electronics products will be free from
defects in material and workmanship for a period of twelve months from the date of the original
purchase. Products that fail within this month warranty period will be repaired or replaced when
determined by us that the product failed due to defects in material or workmanship. This

warranty is limited to the repair or replacement of the AEM Electronics part. This warranty
applies on
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ly to the original purchaser of the product and is non-transferable. All implied warranties shall
be limited in duration to the said month warranty period. Improper use or installation, accident,
abuse, unauthorized repairs or alterations performed by the user on any AEM Electronics
products voids this warranty. In no event shall this warranty exceed the original purchase price
of the AEM Electronics part nor shall AEM Electronics be responsible for special, incidental or
consequential damages or cost incurred due to the failure of this product. AEM Electronics
disclaims any liability for consequential damages due to breach of any written or implied
warranty on all of its products. Warranty claims to AEM Electronics must be shipped to us
prepaid we recommend a shipping service with package tracking capability. Once your package
is received by our warranty and repairs department you will be notified and provided with
updates. Email Address. Phone Number. We'll be contacting you shortly.

